Uplink, a Sierra Wireless solution, is the security industry’s most trusted source for wireless alarm communicators.

**LTE30EX**
Canadian Model # — LTE30EX CN

- PRIMARY LTE COMMUNICATOR
- Dial capture for full event reporting and siren/bell sampling for summary event reporting
- Full-event reporting by Contact ID, SIA, Pulse 4/2, or Modem IIe/Illa²
- Override panel account and phone numbers for easy takeovers
- Works with Uplink Remote
- Upload/Download capability with UPP — Uplink Panel Programmer

**5500EZ**
Canadian Model # — 5500EZ CN

- PRIMARY OR REDUNDANT LTE COMMUNICATOR AND REMOTE MONITOR
- Connect to bell output for burglary or fire signaling, three additional inputs plus two outputs
- Central station reporting by Contact ID, SIA, Pulse 4/2 or Modem IIe/Illa²
- Power from the panel or separate 12V DC power supply
- Works with Uplink Remote
- Multiple use cases for industrial monitoring

**CDMAEZ**
U.S. Only

- PRIMARY OR REDUNDANT CDMA COMMUNICATOR
- Connect to bell output for burglary or fire signaling, three additional inputs plus two outputs
- Central station reporting by Contact ID, SIA, Pulse 4/2 or Modem IIe/Illa²
- Power from the panel or separate 12V DC power supply
- Works with Uplink Remote

**4590**
U.S. Only*

- INTERACTIVE GSM ALARM COMMUNICATOR
- Supports Simon XT and XTi systems using Contact ID
- Primary GSM communicator for alarm reporting
- Installs easily inside the panel housing with an included antenna
- Supports remote programming
- Remote configuration and management

**4640G**
Canadian Model # — 4640G CN

- INTERACTIVE GSM ALARM COMMUNICATOR
- Remote configuration and management
- Modify, add, and remove access codes
- View panel and zone status
- Arm away/stay, and disarm panel remotely
- Works with Vista, PowerSeries, NetworX, and Condor 4 panels

**4555**
U.S. Only

- 4-ZONE FIRE PANEL WITH BUILT-IN PRIMARY GSM CELLULAR COMMUNICATOR
- UL 864 Listed for Commercial Fire
- Provide primary control or use as a slave communicator
- Cost savings over traditional fire alarm panels and communicator combinations
- Digital dialer and cellular radio
- Ideal for sprinkler, riser, and small to medium installations

**4550CF**
U.S. Only

- UL LISTED GSM ALARM COMMUNICATOR FOR COMMERCIAL FIRE ALARM
- Meets UL 864 for commercial fire backup
- Meets NFPA 72 2013 for primary
- Dial capture for full event reporting
- Requires UL listed 16.5V – 45 VA transformer — included
- 12V battery — not included

*(IFTTT capabilities require Uplink Remote Advanced*)

Specifications subject to change without notice.
Uplink® Remote
- Remote access to alarm system via smart phone
- Dealer branding options
- Easy-to-use customer portal
- Flat rate monthly charge
- Available in Canada

Add additional value and flexibility for your customers with Uplink Remote Advanced using IFTTT® for the connected home, while increasing revenue for your business.

Uplink® Panel Programmer
Wirelessly program your alarm panel using the Uplink Panel Programmer (UPP) to connect to compatible Uplink devices using the manufacturer’s software.

Uplink® Installer
- Activate Uplink communicators quickly and easily
- Decrease overall install time
- Scan bar code to avoid possible errors
- Check signal strength at the push of a button
- Available in Canada

Uplink® GPS
- Locate vehicles in real time from a mobile device
- Remotely track travel, idle time and ignition events
- Straightforward service plans with flat rate billing
- Easy-to-use portal
- Available in Canada

Vehicle Tracking
**UPLINK GPS LTE**
Available in US and Canada
- Increase RMR by selling real-time GPS vehicle tracking
- Ideal for family and small fleet tracking
- Simple installation
- Includes GPS receiver, GSM radio, built-in antenna, and internal backup battery
- Tracks up to every 2 minutes
- Click-to-locate, over-speed alerts, live tracking, trip reporting, geofence alert zones
- Includes two harness options:
  — 3-wire connection
  — OBD connection

Asset Tracking
**UPLINK GPS AT**
Available in US and Canada
TRACK AND MONITOR YOUR HIGH VALUE ASSETS
- Battery powered
- Weather resistant
- Completely wireless
- Tough ABS plastic

*IFTTT capabilities require Uplink Remote Advanced
Specifications subject to change without notice.

(888) 987-5465  |  uplinksales@sierrawireless.com  |  uplink.com

About Sierra Wireless
Sierra Wireless (NASDAQ: SWIR) (TSX: SW) is an IoT pioneer, empowering businesses and industries to transform and thrive in the connected economy. Customers start with Sierra because we offer a device-to-cloud solution, comprised of embedded and networking solutions seamlessly integrated with our IoT services. OEMs and enterprises worldwide rely on our expertise in delivering fully integrated solutions to reduce complexity, turn data into intelligence and get their connected products and services to market faster. Sierra Wireless has more than 1,400 employees globally and operates R&D centers in North America, Europe and Asia. For more information, visit www.sierrawireless.com.
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